Sound incredible? 30 million of Orwell's readers have been told that 1984 is about the Russian dictator Stalin (Stalin is Big Brother) and about Soviet totalitarianism and the individual's loss of freedom living in a Communist state. This is what I thought too after being recognized as an expert on Orwell's 1984 for about six years. Then 3 years ago . . .

Do you know that George Orwell's "1984" is a forecast written in code? I do.
I broke the code.

The text elucidates Orwell's ideas and the forces acting on George the journalist and the foresayer, that went into his favorite memoirs of where the western world was inevitably heading. Orwell predicted (and four decades of technological progress have brought to pass) warfare, weather warfare and missile-launched explosives far more powerful than the atomic bomb.

Orwell foresaw that today there'd be all manner of weather warfare and laser-activated missiles around the world. We see the book within 10 days and receive your $3.50 back, plus the $3.00 postage. No questions asked.

Need more persuasion? The first 100 buyers will receive at no extra cost, a bonus. Two articles that will help you tell others the 1984 story. They are: "Countdown to 1984," and the "Military Predictions and Cooldown to 1984," and the limitedly distributed, "Is Orwell's 1984 One Year Away?" A speech delivered at California's Town Hall. It escaped the attention of the newspapers.

Yours for $3.50
Here is my offer. To receive your copy of good solid information on Orwell's military predictions, send $21.50, plus $3.50 (because the report is mailed first class to get it to you more quickly). Send it to DG Futures, Box 55, Culver City, California 90230.

George Orwell

Hidden Meanings

Then, three years ago, things changed. A biography of George Orwell appeared by Dr. Bernard Cock. I read it very carefully and reviewed the good reference work by Professor William urn. I have access to all the works and the tapes of Orwell's speeches. I have access to all the works and the tapes of Orwell's speeches. I have access to all the works and the tapes of Orwell's speeches. I have access to all the works and the tapes of Orwell's speeches.

I was a frequent visitor to the great UCLA libraries. I talked to educated people about Orwell's England during World War II.

What I discovered is that the novel 1984 is a forecast written in code. It is similar in conception to Galliano's Travels, the satirical masterpiece by Jonathan Swift, and as well. The book is written to have a simple message as a satire. It is so simple that it was not an easy one to understand.
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